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Why JOS
One-stop
Shop

Experienced Pool of
Certified IT Experts
JOS’s team of IT professionals are certified and
experienced. They can provide a comprehensive range
of IT services specialising in various solutions as well as
products. Regular training is conducted to ensure that
the team is continually updated on the latest
technology and know-how to provide precise IT
advisory. JOS also created and deployed development
standards to ensure high delivery standards.

JOS understands the complexity and difficulty in
managing multiple vendors while ensuring their
fulfilment of your business requirements. By engaging
JOS as your primary vendor, you can streamline
business operations by working on advisory and IT
development through a single point of contact. We
cater to any of your business needs by providing
end-to-end solutions, from consultation to deployment
and implementation.

Tailor-made
Solution
JOS offers a comprehensive range of digital solutions.
Our team of IT professionals can provide you with
suitable IT solutions that cater to your unique business
requirements. We also have the flexibility to ensure
reasonable and affordable rates for the long-term
solutions we provide.

Dedicated
Team
JOS's primary commitment is to satisfy all your
expectations and ensure a long-term partnership with
you. This objective is why we provide you with a single
point of contact and seamless support communications.
Our team of highly-trained IT professionals are
dedicated, and always ready to ensure top service
delivery standards to meet your requirements.

JOS Cloud
Services

Enhance user experience,
reduce ownership cost
With the advent of technology and the world becoming increasingly interconnected, it is
commonplace for organisations to incorporate digital technologies into business
processes as they embark on the digital transformation journey. With the emergence of
cloud technologies, more organisations are embracing the adoption of cloud computing
business models. In fact, in the new era of service delivery, Everything-as-a-Service (XaaS)
is a strategic blueprint which can bring about new opportunities to generate revenue and
sustainable growth.

Business Challenges
Short turnaround time and inability to meet RTO and RPO goals
for data recovery
Insufficient resources in the event of unforeseen disasters
Large upfront investment costs on IT infrastructure and high
ownership cost
Lack of business agility to generate insights for business projects
Inability to deploy multi-cloud strategies – public, private and hybrid

About JOS
With over 60 years’ experience in Asia, JOS is a
systems integrator, solutions provider and
technology consultancy with deep local and industry
knowledge and an exceptional ability to execute.
With 2,200 IT professionals working from nine offices
across Asia’s major business hubs in China, Hong
Kong, Macau, Malaysia and Singapore, JOS aims to
improve the performance of businesses and
governments across the region by applying the best
technology to address their challenges.
JOS has extensive experience across a range of
industries. We have more than 10,000 private and
public sector customers in Asia. Our core capabilities
are in cloud computing, big data, enterprise security,
enterprise applications, mobility, next-generation
infrastructure, and internet of things.
JOS is a division of JTH Group, a member of the
Fortune Global 500-listed Jardine Matheson Group.

Contact Us
SINGAPORE
+65 6551 9611
sg-enquiry@jos.com

67 Ubi Avenue 1, #02-01,
North Wing, Starhub Green,
Singapore 408942

Follow us:

JOS it solutions

JOS

JOS.com
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Disaster Recovery
-as-a-Service (DRaaS)
It is critical to have a comprehensive availability strategy,
providing a consistent user experience and reducing
overall cost to protect your data. JOS DRaaS delivers
affordable and efficient, imaged-based replication for true
DR. It comes with simple, straightforward licensing and
pricing. This allows you to overcome your disaster
recovery challenges and ensure that your recovery point
objectives (RPO) and recovery time objective (RTO)
requirements are adhered.

os

cloud services

JOS Cloud Platform allows you to deploy your applications and workloads in a cloud-based architecture
and preserve the primary traits of your current IT governance while you benefit the nimbleness of cloud
computing.
You can structure isolated workloads in the JOS Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) multitenant environment that is
in accordance to your governance policies, and even connect to compute and storage resources in public
clouds or on-premise. Unlike your existing on-premises datacentre environment, JOS VPC operates using
shared physical infrastructure and a software-defined environment abstraction.
Governing your workloads requires integrating management processes, regulatory requirements, and
security processes within a cloud environment. The JOS Cloud Platform model provides basic guidance for
creating an organisation's separation of roles, responsibilities, and policies in the cloud.
Aggregation of Cloud Services
Manage compute and store resources across hybrid environments, public and private clouds, or physical and virtual
servers
Single pane of glass to provision, monitor and manage real-time
Self-service orchestration and automation of application deployment
Automation
Manage your own service catalogue and workflow
Applications can be added into workflow and can be deployed automatically
Built-in workflow engine where workflows can be defined with more than 450 available actions, including multi-level
approval
Advanced Features
New features regularly introduced to support end users’ dynamic needs

Backup-as-a-Service
(BaaS)
Modernise your data protection strategy that manages
exploding data volumes and handles increasing
performance and availability demands. Providing high
performance storage with reliable data protection, you
can overcome your disaster recovery challenges and
fulfill aggressive recovery point objectives (RPO) and
recovery time objective (RTO) requirements.
JOS BaaS for servers or workstations
JOS BaaS for Office 365
JOS Storage-as-a-Service

Storage-as-a-Service
(SaaS)
Avoid hefty upfront investments in storage infrastructure
when you subscribe to JOS Storage-as-a-Service.
Coupled with JOS BaaS or DRaaS subscription, you
need not worry about costly IT infrastructure investment
to ensure business continuity.
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Desktop-as-a-Service
(DaaS)
Get access to cost-effective virtual desktops for each
user with security and simplicity of a centralised
management. You can streamline management and
manage costs by consolidating and centralising the
desktops while delivering end-users mobility and the
freedom to access virtual desktops anytime,
anywhere, and on any device with a pay-as-you-use
model. Powered by JOS VPC, you do not need to
worry about the need to invest in costly hardware and
licenses.

Business Intelligence
-as-a-Service (BIaaS)
Get access to SAS analytics, data visualisation, and
machine learning capabilities running on JOS VPC – a
high-performance cloud environment. Access and
create reports and dashboards by extracting data from
your
core
systems,
organising
it
into
a
high-performance data warehouse, and gain access to
this warehouse through a well-designed interface. You
can count on our Business Analytics team to make
your data journey seamless and meaningful.

Disaster Recovery
(DR) Workspace
JOS DR Workspace is an emergency workspace to help
ensure your work remains uninterrupted. It comes
equipped with all that you need to be able to work
efficiently such as tables, chairs, workstations and all
office supplies for immediate use, as well as network
connectivity that will allow you to continue operating
your business with ease and efficiency. Supported by
our experience team of Engineers and 24x7 Support
Operations Centre, we ensure that your DR activation is
seamless.

